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"MA DA":
ONE OF THE
MOST
TERRIFYING
ASIAN
DROWNING
SPIRITS SET
TO HAUNT
CINEMAS

In the dark waters of the Mekong River, corpse collector Le confronts Ma Da
- the vengeful drowning spirit, after it abducts her daughter. Determined to
save her child, Mrs. Le embarks on a desperate rescue to prevent her child's
ghostly fate beneath the waters.

Prepare for a bone-chilling journey into Vietnamese
folklore with "Ma Da," an upcoming film that delves
deep into one of Asia's most terrifying drowning
spirits.

"Ma Da" brings to life a haunting tale passed down
through generations, warning of the malevolent spirit
that lurks in riverine regions. This cinematic
adaptation promises to immerse audiences in a
gripping narrative steeped in cultural intrigue and
supernatural suspense.

Filmed over 35 days amidst the eerie mangrove
forests of Nam Can, Ca Mau, "Ma Da" features an
exceptional cast led by Viet Huong and directed by
NGUYEN Huu Hoang, a seasoned filmmaker born in
1991 and a graduate of the Directing Department in
Malaysia. Hoang's international experience includes
work in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Hong Kong, where
he served as a production assistant to director Ang
Lee during the filming of "Life of Pi" in Malaysia.

His domestic credits include "Murder in The Lense"
(2018) and "Glitch" (2021). Directing his first spiritual-
themed film and the first of its kind on the big screen,
the director shared, "This project is a significant
challenge for me, and I hope the audience will not be
disappointed."

"This film explores the depths of Vietnamese spiritual
folklore in a way that will leave audiences
spellbound," said the producers - Nhat Trung. "It's a
unique opportunity to experience the eerie tale of Ma
Da brought vividly to life on the big screen."
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